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Permanent Resident Visas (Express Entry)

Work visa application

Residence Visa 

Student Visa

Tourist Visa 

Super Visa

Founded in 2002, Horizons Immigration Consulting is

committed to putting what is best for our clients at the

forefront of each decision and recommendation. Our values

lie in being able to provide honest and reliable advice. 

With 29 years of combined education and experience,

Horizons is committed to putting what is best for our clients

at the forefront of each decision and recommendation. Our

values lie in being able to provide honest and reliable advice.

We provide tailor made simplified solutions to individual

immigrant applicants seeking to relocate to Canada.

Our services:
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• The current population of Canada is 38,013,456;

• Canada is the most educated country in the world;

• Second largest country in the world after Russia;

• According to the United Nations Human Development

Index,   Canada has the highest quality of life in the world.

FACTS ABOUT CANADA

BEST IMMIGRATION PATHWAYS

TO CANADA

 
1.The Express Entry System

           * Federal Skilled Worker Program

           * Federal Skilled Trades Program

           * Canada Experience Class

2. The Provincial Nominee Program (PNP)

3. Rural & Northern Immigration Pilot

4. The Atlantic Immigration Pilot
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Benefits while living in Canada. 

Cost of housing and rent. 

 Cost of healthcare in Canada.

Transportation and utilities costs in Canada. 

 Salary expectations to afford a comfortable life. 

People choose to immigrate to Canada for a variety of

reasons, including the opportunity to work, study, or live in

a safe environment  with their families.

When thinking about moving to Canada, there are a few

things to consider:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Gift yourself the life you always

dreamed of.

Live in Canada. 

WHY IMMIGRATE TO

CANADA
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With so much uncertainty across the world,

Canadian immigration is one of the most sought

after. Canada provides better prospects for job

advancement, general employment, personal

improvement, and social connection, among

other things.

Canada is one of the few Western countries

actively seeking new immigrants. Because of its

high level of living, health-care system, peaceful

environment, and opportunities, Canada attracts

many immigrants from all over the world.

1.One of the friendliest and safest place to live;

 2. FREE Healthcare -  Canada's modern health-

care system is among the strongest in the world.

For Permanent Residents and Citizens, it is

accessible.

3.  Sponsorship - One can sponsor parents,

spouse, children.

4. FREE Education - Children in public schools

receive a FREE education from kindergarten

through high school. The government heavily

subsidises higher education for Canadian citizens

at the university level.

5. One can sponsor parents, spouse and children;

BENEFITS WHILE LIVING IN CANADA 
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6. Cultural Diversity - Canada is proud of its

cultural diversity.That diversity comes from

immigrants from Philippines, India, Pakistan,

Sri Lanka, China, other Asian Countries, Europe

and the US.

7. Citizenship - Eligibility for Canadian Citizenship

within three years of arrival in Canada with

Permanent Residence status. Dual Citizenship is

allowed.

8. Canada offers many job opportunities in various

exciting fields.

Before making your move to Canada, it Is

important to not only find out exactly what your

expenses will be but also how to make your

money work for you. Where you choose to settle

in Canada plays a major part in how much you will

be paying for a place to live. The three largest

metropolitan areas in Canada, Toronto, Montreal,

and Vancouver, are home to more than one-third

of the country's population. 
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COST OF LIVING



 These large, bustling cities across the country entice

young professionals, international workers, and refugees

by providing more employment opportunities in various

fields, cultural diversity, improved infrastructure, services,

and educational opportunities. Due to the ongoing

demand for big city living, they also have the highest

housing prices in Canada.

The internet access on the east coast is more costly than

the rest of Canada, and that groceries are often more

expensive.
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COST OF HEALTHCARE IN CANADA  

In Canada, healthcare is publicly funded, which means

that the cost of health and medical expenses is paid by

taxpayers. Because of this single-payer system, eligible

users in Canada typically do not have to pay for the

majority of healthcare and hospital services. 

Canadian citizens and permanent residents, as well as

some foreign workers on work permits and international

students, may apply for public health insurance through

their province or territory.

Newcomers to Canada who are eligible for public

coverage in their province of residence may also wish to

purchase private health insurance for services that are

not covered by provincial healthcare coverage in

Canada.



 Prescriptions, dental and optical services, and other

types of paramedical care may be covered by insurance

(such as physical therapy or mental health services).

Many employers will also provide this type of coverage

as a condition of employment, though coverage may

only be available if or when you complete a

probationary period.
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Here are some healthcare services and their average

cost;

Healthcare service                                 Average cost

Doctor’s visits                                               $0

Diagnostic tests                                            $0

Hospital care                                                 $0

Dental services                                    Available through 

                                                            an extended plan



Canada has an efficient public transportation system,

particularly in major cities like Toronto, Vancouver, and

Calgary. You have the option of taking the bus, subway,

light-rail train, tram, or booking an Uber ride. Ferry

boats are a popular mode of transportation along

Canada's coasts, particularly in British Columbia and the

Atlantic region. If you own a car, there are extensive

highway networks connecting the majority of Canadian

cities.
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TRANSPORTATION COSTS IN CANADA

Canada's rail network covers the entire country.

Canada's trains are both safe and comfortable.

Purchasing train tickets in advance is frequently less

expensive. More information and tickets are available

from Via Rail Canada or by visiting a train station in

person.


